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Multiplex

IDs with BWA, GSNAP, and
Velvet

Multiplex ID is a method for maximizing the use of sequencing reagents and reducing costs by sequencing a
number of different samples at the same time. Each sample is tagged with a unique DNA identifier (barcode) so
that after the sequencing run, the reads for that sample can be separated from other reads. This process is called
de-multiplexing or binning. Sequencher includes the necessary tools not only to perform this separation so
that the reads are placed in separate files according to their barcode but also to run each file using the algorithm
you have chosen. GSNAP is only supported on 64-bit operating systems.

ABOUT FILE FORMATS
As with regular alignment or assembly, your reads may be in FastQ or FastA format. As you are working with
Next-Generation data, you don’t need any reads to be imported into Sequencher; instead, you tell
Sequencher where to find the files it needs.
You will also need to create a barcode file using a simple text editor. Each line should contain a single barcode
name and barcode sequence separated by a tab.

ALIGNING MULTIPLEX ID DATA WITH GSNAP
•   Launch Sequencher.
•   Set the Assembly Mode to Multiplex ID.

•   Go to the File menu and select Open Project…
•   Navigate to the Sample Data folder inside the Sequencher application folder and choose the
project called Multiplex ID.SPF.
•   Click on the Open button.
The Sequencher project opens and contains a single reference sequence called NC_012920. This sequence is
the complete human mitochondrion genome.
•   Select the NC_012920 sequence in the Project Window.
•   Go to the Assemble menu and select Align Data Files To Ref Using>GSNAP…
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The Align Using GSNAP with MID and External Data Browser dialogs appear. The
External Data Browser dialog is where you will go to monitor the progress/status of the assembly. In
the Align Using GSNAP with MID dialog, the name of the selected sequence appears in the Current
reference seq or db menu.

•   Click on the Select Reads File 1 button.
•   Navigate to the Sample Data folder inside the Sequencher application folder, then to the
Multiplex ID Data folder.
•   Choose MID-Reads1.fasta and click on the Open button.
•   Click on the Select Reads File 2 button.
•   The file picker will automatically take you to the last location you chose.
•   Choose MID-Reads2.fasta and click on the Open button.
•   Now click on the Select Barcodes File button.
•   The file picker will automatically take you to the last location you chose.
•   Choose MID-list.txt and click on the Open button.
•   Now click on the Align button.
You can follow the progress of your analysis on the Aligning MID Data with GSNAP dialog. The top
part of the dialog shows you the progress of separating your reads into their different files. The lower part of the
dialog contains a status table that shows the progress of alignment for each sample. It also shows how many
reads are in each file and what this represents in terms of the overall number of reads. A status column will show
whether a file is in the process of being aligned or whether alignment has been completed. Once the run is
complete, the Report and Close buttons will become enabled.
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REVIEWING LOG FILE
The final column in the status table lists the log files for each file.
•   Click on one of the log file links to open the log file.
The log file contains details on the alignment run. Note that the top of the file contains details of the run including
the sequence of the barcode for this particular run.

•   Close the log file when done looking at it.
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Note how many results are returned to Sequencher’s Project Window. Each result is a contig
containing the reference sequence and the consensus of a contig created by the alignment.
You can also monitor the progress of your assembly using the External Data Browser dialog. You can
watch as the Log File pane updates. Notice that, once your alignment is complete, the status field updates to
SUCCESS.

PRINTING MULTIPLEX STATUS REPORT
To write out the status information contained in the Aligning MID Data with GSNAP dialog, do the
following:
•   Click on the Report button at the bottom of the dialog.
This creates a preview window called Sequencher Multiplex Status Report that will contain the
same information as the status table but also includes added information such as the date of the run and the
location of the data files. This window has a button bar across the top. From this button bar, you can save the
report as PDF, change the Page Setup, and Print the status report.
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•   Close the status report window.
•   Close the Aligning MID Data with GSNAP dialog.

REVIEWING YOUR RESULTS IN TABLET
If you want to review your data in Tablet, click on an item of interest in the Project Window.
•   Go to the Contig menu.
•   Choose Show NGS Data Using>Tablet.
Tablet will launch and load your data and reference sequence automatically. On the left-hand side of the
Tablet window, you will see a list of contig(s).
•   Click once on the contig of choice (there may only be one).
•   The reads will load and appear on the right-hand side of the window.
•   Zoom in and out using the slider at the top of the window (top blue oval).
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•   Click on Read Colors (lower blue oval).
•   Choose a class of Read Colors from the drop-down menu.
You will see a list of read classes in the drop-down menu such as Nucleotide which colors the individual bases
such that all A’s will be in one color and all T’s will be in a different color and so on. Choosing Direction shows
the direction of each read with coloring of the forward reads in one color and coloring of the reverse reads in a
different color. Read Group refers to paired-end reads and Variants highlights any variants. In more
recent versions of Tablet, you can customize the colors for these different classes. The view in the image above
includes customized colors (pink backgrounds indicate variant bases).
•   Close the Tablet viewer.

REVIEWING IN SEQUENCHER
Since you have aligned your data against the same reference sequence, you can use the Variance Table to
review the number of differences between samples.
•   Select the contigs you wish to review.
•   Choose the Contig menu and select Compare Consensus to Reference.
A Variance Table is generated and with it you can compare the position and number of variants between
each contig and the reference sequence.
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•   Close the Variance Table window.

ASSEMBLING MULTIPLEX ID DATA WITH VELVET
•   Launch Sequencher if it is not already open.
•   Set the Assembly Mode to Multiplex ID if it is not already.

•   Go to the Assemble menu and select Assemble Data Files Using>Velvet…
The Assemble Using Velvet with MID dialog will appear along with the External Data
Browser dialog if it is not already open. Now make changes to Velvet’s settings as follows:
•   Change the Hash Length to 17.
•   Click on the button called Advanced (Edit).
•   Click on the checkbox for –ins_length (insert length between paired-end reads) and set its value to
675.
•   Click on the OK button.
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•   Click on the Select Reads File 1 button.
•   Navigate to the Sample Data folder inside the Sequencher application folder, then to the
Multiplex ID Data folder.
•   Choose MID-Reads1.fasta and click on the Open button.
•   Click on the Select Reads File 2 button. The file picker will automatically take you to the last
location you chose.
•   Choose MID-Reads2.fasta and click on the Open button.
•   Now click on the Select Barcodes File button.
•   The file picker will automatically take you to the last location you chose.
•   Choose MID-list.txt and click on the Open button.
Finally, start the assembly process.
•   Click on the Assemble button.
You can follow the progress of your assembly on the Assembling MID Data with Velvet dialog. The
top part of the dialog shows you the progress of separating your reads into their different files. The lower part of
the dialog shows the progress of the assembly for each barcode. It also shows how many reads are in each file
and what this represents in terms of the overall number of reads. A status column will show whether a file is in
the process of being assembled or whether assembly has been completed. Once the run is complete, the Report
and Close buttons will become enabled.
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REVIEWING LOG FILE
The final column in the status lists the log files for each file.
•   Click on a link to open a log file.
The log file contains details on the assembly run. Note that the top of the file contains details of the run including
the sequence of the barcode for this particular run.

•   Close the log file when done looking at it.
You can also monitor the progress of your assembly using the External Data Browser dialog. You can
watch as the Log File pane updates. Notice that, once your alignment is complete, the status field updates to
SUCCESS.
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PRINTING STATUS REPORT
To write out the status information contained in the Assembling MID Data with Velvet dialog, do the
following:
•   Click on the Report button at the bottom of the dialog.
This creates a preview window called Sequencher Multiplex Status Report that will contain the
same information as the status table. This window has a button bar across the top. From this button bar, you can
save the report as PDF, change the Page Setup settings, and Print the status report.

•   Close the status report window.
•   Close the Assembling MID Data with Velvet dialog.

REVIEWING YOUR RESULTS IN TABLET
The results of the assembly are returned to your Project Window as a series of consensus sequences (if any
are created). You can sort the results by clicking the header of any column. One column that is particularly useful
to sort on is the MID column that will group together the results from each barcode file.
If you want to review your data in Tablet for a consensus sequence belonging to a barcode group you are
interested in, then do the following:
•   Click on a consensus sequence belonging to the barcode group you are interested in.
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•   Go to the Contig menu.
•   Choose Show NGS Data Using>Tablet.
Tablet will launch and load all the data belonging to the barcode group. On the left-hand side of the Tablet
window, you will see a list of contig(s).
•   Click once on the contig of choice.
•   The reads will load and appear on the right-hand side of the window.
•   Zoom in and out using the slider at the top of the window.

•   Click on Read Colors.
•   Choose a class of Read Colors from the drop-down menu.
You will see a list of read classes in the drop-down menu such as Nucleotide which colors the individual bases
such that all A’s will be in one color and all T’s will be in a different color and so on. Choosing Direction shows
the direction of each read with coloring of the forward reads in one color and coloring of the reverse reads in a
different color. Read Group refers to paired-end reads and Variants highlights any variants. In more
recent versions of Tablet, you can customize the colors for these different classes. The view in the image above
includes customized colors (pink backgrounds indicate variant bases).
•   Close the Tablet viewer when done.
•   Close the project without saving and exit Sequencher if desired.

ALIGNING MULTIPLEX ID DATA WITH BWA-MEM
•   Launch Sequencher.
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•   Set the Assembly Mode to Multiplex ID if it is not already.

•   Go to the File menu and select Open Project…
•   Navigate to the Sample Data folder inside the Sequencher application folder and choose the
project called Multiplex ID.SPF.
•   Click on the Open button.
The Sequencher project opens and contains a single reference sequence called NC_012920. This sequence is
the complete human mitochondrion genome.
•   Select the NC_012920 sequence in the Project Window.
•   Go to the Assemble menu and select Align Data Files To Ref Using>BWA-MEM…
The following dialog appears along with the External Data Browser dialog if it is not already opened:

•   Click on the Select Reads File 1 button.
•   Navigate to the Sample Data folder inside the Sequencher application folder, then to the
Multiplex ID Data folder.
•   Choose MID-Reads1.fasta and click on the Open button.
•   Click on the Select Reads File 2 button.
•   The file picker will automatically take you to the last location you chose.
•   Choose MID-Reads2.fasta and click on the Open button.
•   Now click on the Select Barcodes File button.
•   The file picker will automatically take you to the last location you chose.
•   Choose MID-list.txt and click on the Open button.
•   Now click on the Align button.
You can follow the progress of your analysis on the Aligning MID Data with BWA-MEM dialog. The
top part of the dialog shows you the progress of separating your reads into their different files. The lower part of
the dialog contains a status table that shows the progress of alignment for each sample. It also shows how many
reads are in each file and what this represents in terms of the overall number of reads. A status column will show
whether a file is in the process of being aligned or whether alignment has been completed. Once the run is
complete, the Report and Close buttons will become enabled.
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REVIEWING LOG FILE
The final column in the status table lists the log files for each file.
•   Click on one of the log file links to open the log file.
The log file contains details on the alignment run. Note that the top of the file contains details of the run including
the sequence of the barcode for this particular run.

•   Close the log file when done looking at it.
You can also monitor the progress of your assembly using the External Data Browser dialog. You can
watch as the Log File pane updates. Notice that, once your alignment is complete, the status field updates to
SUCCESS.
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PRINTING MULTIPLEX STATUS REPORT
To write out the status information contained in the Aligning MID Data with BWA-MEM dialog, do
the following:
•   Click on the Report button at the bottom of the dialog.
This creates a preview window called Sequencher Multiplex Status Report that will contain the
same information as the status table but also includes added information such as the date of the run and the
location of the data files. This window has a button bar across the top. From this button bar, you can save the
report as PDF, change the Page Setup settings, and Print the status report.

•   Close the status report window.
•   Close the Aligning MID Data with BWA-MEM dialog.

REVIEWING YOUR RESULTS IN TABLET
If you want to review your data in Tablet, click on an item of interest in the Project Window.
•   Go to the Contig menu.
•   Choose Show NGS Data Using>Tablet.
Tablet will launch and load your data and reference sequence automatically. On the left-hand side of the
Tablet window, you will see a list of contig(s).
•   Click once on the contig of choice (there may only be one).
•   The reads will load and appear on the right-hand side of the window.
•   Zoom in and out using the slider at the top of the window (top blue oval).
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•   Click on Read Colors (lower blue oval).
•   Choose a class of Read Colors from the drop-down menu.
You will see a list of read classes in the drop-down menu such as Nucleotide which colors the individual bases
such that all A’s will be in one color and all T’s will be in a different color and so on. Choosing Direction shows
the direction of each read with coloring of the forward reads in one color and coloring of the reverse reads in a
different color. Read Group refers to paired-end reads and Variants highlights any variants. In more
recent versions of Tablet, you can customize the colors for these different classes. The view in the image above
includes customized colors (pink backgrounds indicate variant bases).
•   Close the Tablet viewer.

REVIEWING IN SEQUENCHER
Since you have aligned your data against the same reference sequence, you can use the Variance Table to
review the number of differences between samples.
•   Select the contigs you wish to review.
•   Choose the Contig menu and select Compare Consensus to Reference.
A Variance Table is generated and with it you can compare the position and number of variants between
each contig and the reference sequence.
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•   Close the Variance Table window.

CONCLUSION
In this tutorial, you have learned how to work with three separate programs, BWA-MEM, GSNAP, and
Velvet, and Multiplex ID data. You have learned how to change settings, review your data in Tablet, and
examine log files. You have also learned how to understand and print out the Multiplex Report.
For more information on using Sequencher, this tutorial and others are a good place to start. You can also
read the online manual or consult our website by visiting http://www.genecodes.com.
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